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General fluctuation theory is used to compute the intensity and energy density of radiation into 
a vacuum from a semi-infinite electron plasma characterized by a non-Maxwellian particle 
distribution, assuming specular reflection of the electrons from the interface. 

IT is well known that the intensity of thermal radi
ation from the surface of an absorbing medium in 
thermodynamic equilibrium (into a vacuum) is 
given by the Kirchhoff relation 

(1) 

where low is the equilibrium radiation flux at a 
given temperature while R is the reflection coeffi
cient for the energy of the unpolarized radiation 
incident from vacuum on a plane surface of the 
body. If the frequencies involved are not too high 
( w « T /n) the situation is described by the 
Rayleigh-Jeans law 

I om = w2T /8rrh:2, (2) 

where T is the temperature (in energy units). [1] 

In a plasma (at high thermal velocities or low 
densities 1/ T « T /n) there can be a long time 
period in which a non -equilibrium distribution ob
tains, in which case the Kirchhoff relation does not 
hold. r 21 It is then of interest to obtain certain gen
eral relations, which characterize the radiation 
from such a non-equilibrium plasma. If the parti
cle distribution is such that the spatial dispersion 
can be neglected, the Doppler effect causes the de
pendence on the distribution function to be much 
more complicated than mere replacement of T in 
(2) by the mean kinetic energy of the plasma parti
cles,..., (v 2). 

1. In the present work, employing the method 
used for thermal equilibrium, r 31 we solve the 
problem of macroscopic electrodynamics for the 
radiation of current fluctuations in a concrete non
equilibrium medium, a plasma that occupies the 
half-space z < 0. In the non-equilibrium case the 
complete solution would also require the solution 
of the kinetic problem. In this connection we offer 
the following considerations. For reasons of sim-

plicity we assume that the plasma consists of elec
trons with a specified stable1) nonrelativistic homo
geneous and isotropic velocity distribution and (in
finitely heavy) fixed ions with a fixed density n. 
The last assumption imposes a limitation on the 
frequencies [ w » (47re2n/M)112]. Assuming that the 
frequency and wave numbers for the radiation in 
the medium are large compared with the character
istic scale size for the distribution function 
(w » 1/T, k(w) » 1/l, T is the energy relaxation 
time and l is the electron mean free path), in com
puting the radiation we need not take account of the 
evolution of the non-equilibrium distribution in 
time and space and can introduce the macroscopic 
tensors corresponding to this distribution. This 
procedure in the semi-infinite medium also in
volves the condition on the reflection of particles 
from the interface. One can assume that the dis
tribution function depends only on the velocity if it 
is assumed that the electrons are reflected in 
specular fashion from the boundary. Under these 
conditions the basic assumption is the introduction 
for the fluctuating currents of a dielectric tensor 
and a correlation function which coincide with the 
corresponding quantities for an infinite plasma. 
This procedure also allows us to avoid the solution 
of a boundary value problem. 

Field equations. In the macroscopic approach 
we introduce the extraneous density j of the ran
dom plasma microcurrents that excite the radiation 
field, assuming j = 0. Under these conditions the 
mean radiated energy flux will be expressed in 
terms of an average over the fluctuations (bar over 
a symbol) of the quadratic quantities J j; the results 
given by Kadomtsev are used for this calculation. [ 41 

l)The fact that the distribution is stable means that only 
damped electromagnetic waves can propagate in the plasma. 
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The macroscopic field equations in the plasma 
are expressed as follows:[ 5] 

aB_ 
rotE_=- cat, 

an_ 4:n: 
rot B_ = --+- j_, z < 0. 

cat c 
(3) 

The dependence of the electric induction D_ on E_, 
as well as the correlation function for the fluctu
ating currents LL in the half-space z < 0 must 
be determined from the specified electron distribu
tion by direct solution of the kinetic equations. 
These relations, together with the homogeneous 
Maxwell equations in the vacuum z > 0 and the 
usual boundary conditions of continuity on the 
fields, form the complete system of equations for 
the problem. 

We now introduce the vector 

EP (z) = 8 (- z)E-(z) + e (z)E-H(- z)' (4) 

which coincides with the electric field in the plas
ma at z < 0. Here, E<-> = (El> E2, - E3) is a vector 
which undergoes specular reflection at the inter
face while e(z) is a step function (B(z) = 1, z >0; 
e(z) = 0, z < 0). In similar fashion we introduce the 
vectors nP and j; the magnetic induction is de
fined by the relation 

( (4 ') BP(z) = e (- z)B-(z)- 8 (z)B_ ->(- z)' 

in accordance with the fact that the vector B_ is 
an axial vector and changes sign under reflection. 
It is easy to show that the new vectors which de
termine the field in the plasma at z < 0 satisfy the 
system of equations 

1 aBP 
rotEP = ---

c at ' 
18DP 4:n: (~* 

rot BP = --+- j- 26 (z)(nB-],, -oo < z < oo, 
c at c 

where n is a unit vector along the z-axis. 
Thus, the problem reduces to the determination, 

in an infinite plasma, of the electromagnetic field 
excited by a current whose density is (cf. [ sJ) 

c 
j-- () (z)[nB_ (z = 0)]. 

2n 
It is evident that, by virtue of the condition of spec
ular reflection that has been assumed for the elec
trons at the interface (Fig. 1), the vectors EP and 
DP introduced in (4) must be related by the usual 
formulas for an infinite homogeneous medium, that 
is to say, we can introduce a dielectric tensor with 
spatial dispersion2 ' (this requires a correspond-

*[nB_] = n x B_. 
2)We note that if spatial dispersion is taken into account 

the introduction of the tensor Ea,s(w,k) in an isotropic medium 
is equivalent to the introduction of two complex scalars the 
dielectric and magnetic permativities E L(w,k) and IL(w,k). [•] 

FIG. 1. 

ingly complicated calculation on the basis of the 
kinetic equation, cf. [ 5• 7J). 

Similarly, introducing the quantities 

E(z) = 8(z)E+(z)+ 8(-z)E+<->(-z) (6) 

and analogous quantities for B, we obtain the sys-
tern 

rotE = - aBj cat, 

rot B = aEjcat + 26 (z){nB+], 
-oo <z < oo., 

which determines the vacuum field for z > 0. 

(7) 

2. Equations (5) and (7) are solved by Fourier 
transforms. We use the notation 

- 1 (oo) 

E = -- (" dt d3x e-iwt+;kx E (t x) 
Wk ( 2:n;)l J ' > 

(-oo) 

00 

E(z) = ~ dkae-ih,zEcok· (8) 

The equations (5) and (7) of the problem reduce 
to algebraic equations for the Fourier amplitudes 

Here we have used the boundary condition on the 
continuity of the tangential components of the mag
netic induction at the interface 

(10) 

where ffJ is a projection operator, f!JB = (Bt, B2, 0) 
and we have used the notation 

-2[nB-(O)] = ~J(O). (11) 
c 

It follows from the definition (9) that 

A~6-1 = .Sa~- kak~ c2/w2 • ( 12) 
w2jc2- k2 

When the electron velocity distribution is iso
tropic (no macroscopic currents, external fields, 
etc.) the dielectric tensor[ 5J 

Wp2 < Da a I av~ I 2 ) ea~(w,k)=1+- kv ·; f(v) w w- -L't' (13) 
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must be symmetric[ 8 J and from the covariance 
requirement we find 

( kak~) kak~ 
ea~(w,k)= 6a~-~ eT(w,k)+k2eL(w,k), (131) 

where nf(il) is the electron distribution function 
and w~ = 47re2n/m is the plasma frequency; in this 
case 

-1 6a~ - kak~/ k2 kak~/ k2 

Aa~ = + (14) 
(w2/c2)eT(w, k)- k2 (w2/&)eL(w, k) 

Now, the system of equations 

- 4niw - - 4niw 
EP = --A-1. (j + J (0) ), E =- --A(0)-1.J (0) (15) 

cz c2 

and the boundary conditions 

3"EP (0) = 3"E (0) 

determine the field in the vacuum as a function 
of j. 

The field in the plasma EP(z) is determined 
from the properties of the functions 

8T = 1 + Wp2 i d~ Vu 2 _!!!__ 
w .) w - kv" - i/r: dv2 • 

(16) 

eL = 1 + 2 Wp2 i d"'v Vn2 _!!.___ ( 17) 
w .) w - kvk - i/r: dv2 ' 

where vk is the projection of the electron velocity 
along the vector k while the projections vkll k, 
w and k are real. In the plane of (complex) k we 
note that (17) determines the different analytic 
branches for 

w-i/r: 
Im k ~ 0. 

Making use of analytic continuation of the function 
(17) from the lower half-plane of the variable 
(w- i/T)/k to the upper half-plane, as in [ aJ, we 
find 

T-1+wp2 id fi(u2) e - -n.) u . , 
w ku- w + i/r: 

c+ 

eL = 1 + Wp2 2n i du u2f(u2) . (18) 
w .) ku-w+i/r: 

c+ 

Here fl(u2) = fu~ dil f(v2) while C+ is the contour 

that goes around the point (w- i/T)/k from above 
(Fig. 2). For an entire function f(u2), the relation 
in ( 18) determines E T and E L as analytic functions 

of the complex variable k = .Jk~ + k~ + k5 , which 
are analytic functions of the complex variable k3 in 
the region bounded by the contour C (Fig. 3). 

Assuming that perturbation waves can propagate 
in the plasma in which, for simplicity, we only con
sider one transverse and one longitudinal type 

Im u 

FIG. 2. c+ o 
----~----~----a----Reu 

[this corresponds to a single transverse kT(w) and 
a single longitudinal kL(w) branch in the denomina
tor of (14)] we find from (15) 

4niw [f ." A-1-= ·--;;2 .l dk3 e-' ,z a~ j ~ 

+ 2 , ( 'k z _6a_:~_-,-k_:T_ak_:T:_:_~.:_~ k_T::...._2 
n~ e-• rs 

(fJTjfJk3)T 

kLakL~/kLZ) -1 J + e-ikL,z / h(O) +~a~ (z)J~(O) , 
(fJL fJk3)L 

'19) 

where T and L are the denominators of (14), 

(fJTjfJk) = kT3 fJ(w 2c-2eT(w,kT)-kT2) 
3 T kT fJkT '' 

(fJLjfJk ) = kL3 fJw2c-2eL ( w. kL) 
3 L kL fJkL ' 

is the root with positive imaginary part, C' is the 
contour C except for the branch cut (Fig. 3), while 
i-1 is an integral along the branch cut of the con
tour C: 

ioo 

.-w-1 i kdk -1 
"'a~ (z) = .l -- e-ik,z Aa~. 

-ioo k3 
(20) 

Correspondingly, closing the contour of integra
tion in E(z) from below, we have 

Imk3 

FIG. 3. 
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z~O, 
4niw ~"" . (Ol-1 

Ea(z)= --- dk3e-'k,zAa~ /~(0) 
c2 • 

4niw ni . ( koa ko~ ) = ----e-'koaz 5a~--- /~(0), 
c2 ko3 w2/ c2 (21) 

ko= (kt, kz, k03), (k03= -[w2 /c2-~w·O- (.ofok) 2J"', 
Imkoo ~ 0. 

Substituting (19) and (21) in (16) taking account 
of the fact that ,op~- 1 (0) · J(O) can be written 

( g<> a~- (B'>k)a( 50k) ~/ ( 9'> k) 2 + ( 50k)a( 50kh/ (9'> k) 2 ) /~ (O}, 
~J.. ~II 

1 ioo k dk 1 --\--~J..- •. k3 T' 
_1_ = r k dk ( kHk2 + (9'>k) 2/k2 ) 

~II . k3 T L ' 
-1oo -100 

(22) 

we find 

r -·~ [ ( (B'>k)a(B'>k)~ 
J dk3.ofoAa~H = ~J.. 50a~- (9'>k)2 

-00 

+ R (9'>k)c.(50k)~ ]/ (0) (23) 
pll (9'>k)2 ~ ' 

where we have used the notation 

Now, J(O), which determines the surface cur
rent and, in accordance with ( 15), the_ vacuum field, 
can easily be expressed in terms of j (using (23)): 

Ia (O) =( B'>a~- ( .ofok) a ( 50k) ~/ ( B'>k) 2 

~J.. 

+ (50k)a(EP~k)~/ (50k)2 ) 1 dk3EPA;;jy. (25) 
II -oo 

Kadomtsev[ 41 (cf. also [ 101 ) has found the cor
relation function for the fluctuations in the distri
bution <P<P for the case of a weakly interacting 
(w » 1/T) non-equilibrium gas with an isotropic 
distribution function nf(v2) and an effective colli
sion integral cp /T. Knowing this correlation func
tion, one can then compute the correlation for the 
surface currents Ja(O) Jj3(0). Since the fluctua
tions in the electron current density j = e J vcpd3v, 
one can easily find the Fourier amplitudes 

·- ( k)- • ( , k'). mwp2 < VaV~ I > jaw, j~ w, = -(2 ) 5 Imwk k ·; f(v2) n ·w- v-~ "t 

[ ( kak~ \ 
X 6(o)- w')63 (k- k') = CT(w, k) 6a~ ----,;;-I 

(26) 

where the imaginary part is computed for real w 
and k. Thus 

mw 2 1 1 V~tJ..2 
CT(w,k)= (2n~5ZIID~tjd3y w-kv~t-if-rj(v2), 

mw 2 1 V~t2 ( CL(w, k) = __ P Im~t J d3v "/ j(v2). 27) 
(2n)5 w-kv~t-L "t 

The single-valued analytic continuations in the 
plane of the variable k can be found by similar 
expressions for (18). 

Now, using (25) we have 

J (O)J '*(0)= [c /50 - ( 50k)a(B'>k)~) 
a ~ J.. \ a~ ( g<> k} 2 

+ C (50 k)a( 50kh J 6 (w- ·w') 62(9'> k- 50k') 
n (B'>k)2 

where we have introduced the notation 

1 ~00 ( CTki./k2 CL(9'>k)2/k2) 
ell = -- dk3 + ---=-=-::-· I ~111 2 -00 TT* LL* . 

(28) 

(29) 

3. We now have the expressions required to 
find the radiation intensity in the vacuum. From 
the symmetry of the problem the energy flux must 
be directed along normal from the interface so 
that we need only compute the z-component of the 
Poynting vector (averaged over the fluctuations): 

- c-----
Sn = 4n[E(t,x)B(t,x)]s. (30) 

Introducing the Fourier expansion with the ampli
tudes Ew k from (15) and 

' 
- 4ni [kJ ( 0)] 
Bwk = - ---::-:----,-,-

C k2- w2jc2 

and going from the calculation of the integrals in 
the complex plane of k3 as in (21), using (28) we 
find 

z > 0, s n = ____::_ r,dwd3k dw' d3k' exp { i ( (J) - w') t 
Sn J 

+i (k- k') x}([EB'*h + {E'*Bh = 2~3 S w dw dkt dk2 
c (31) 

exp{i(ko3*-koa)z}(k *+k >(c +C ko32 ). 
X I ko312 03 03 J.. . II w2/ c2 I 

Here, as in (21) 

ko3 =- [ ;
2

- iw ·0- (.ofok) 2 r 
is expressed in terms of the branch of the root with 
the positive imaginary part. With the proper choice 
of sign we formally introduce an imaginary correc
tion to the radical which leads to infinitesimally 
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small damping of the wave in the vacuum. By virtue 
of the factor kri'3 + ko 3, which disappears when 
w2 /c2 - k~- k~ < 0, the contribution in Sn of the 
nonphysical (not wave-like) region of the variables 

00 

k1 and k2 disappears. Replacing J dw in (31) by 
-00 

twice the integral taken over the positive frequen-
cies and introducing spherical coordinates 

k (I) • 
1 = -sm tt cos cp, 

c 

(I) 

k2 = -sin tt sin cp, 
c 

(32) 

by definition of the spectral intensity of the radia
tion 

Sn = j dro j sinttdttdcp/.,costt, 
ro>O fi<n/2 

(33) 

we find 

z>O, 

(34) 

where 

ro2 I 2 C 1 ioo~ k dk 1 12 Az=-costt +---+- ---
c2 (8T/8k3)T rocostt ni . k3 T ' 

[ CTT 2kT32/kT2 

A3 =cos tt - ----J--~-
(Im~< 8T)T (8T/8k3)T 

CLL 2(9'>k) 2/kL2 

(lmk 8L)L (8Lj8k3)L 

-100 

and the quantities c:f = C T (w, kT) as (lmkE T )T, 

ct while T and L are defined in (19). 
For the particular case of an electron distribu

tion for which these formulas apply, namely a 
Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution, com
parison of (17) and (27) shows that 

roT 
CMBTL = --- Imk BMBTL 

(2n) 5 
(35) 

Here T is the plasma temperature and in this case 
(34) leads, as it should, to (1) the Kirchhoff law. 

The first term in (34) describes the contribution 
of transverse electromagnetic waves in a medium 
with electric vector lying in the plane of the inter
face; the second divides into two terms correspond
ing respectively to the contribution of the trans
verse and longitudinal waves with electric vector 
coplanar to the wave vector and the normal. Under 
these conditions, in accordance with (1), the ex
pressions in (34) and (35) yield the possibility of 
determining (in thermal equilibrium) both Fresnel 
(energy) reflection coefficients for transverse 
waves as well as the coefficient for transformation 
of longitudinal waves into transverse waves at the 
boundary of a semi -infinite plasma characterized 
by specular reflection of the electrons. 

In completely analogous fashion we can com
pute the mean energy density of the vacuum field. 
This quantity is found to be 

X ( C 1.. + C 11 ko~ ) + 
w2fc2 (36) 

As in the equilibrium case,( 3J the energy den
sity cW(z) divides into two terms. The first integral, 
which is independent of z, corresponds to the en
ergy of the transverse wave field with a spectral 
density <6' (w, ~) = I(w, ~ )/c; the second term corre
sponds to the quasi-stationary field arising as a 
result of total internal reflection. 

Solving the problem for the case of distributions 
in which we can neglect spatial dispersion [the 
term k · v as compared with w in the denominators 
of the integrals of (17) and (27)] i.e., in the case 

(I) 2 
8T(ro) = 8L(ro)= 1- P. , 

ro(ro-~/r:) 

ro(mv2/3) 
CT ( ro) = CL((J)) =- (2n)5 Im 8 (ro), (37) 

we easily obtain the following energy flux for the 
radiation emitted from the plasma 

_ ro2(mv2/3)( 1 I l'8-sin2tt+costt '2 
I ( (J), tt) = 1 --

8n3c2 2 l' 8 - sin2 tt- cos tt 

_ ~ /1'8- sin2 tt + 8 cos tt 12). 

2 ' l'e - sin2 tt - 8 cos tt 1 

(38) 

Thus, neglecting the thermal motion of the plas
ma particles leads, as in the equilibrium case, to 
the Kirchhoff formula with the replacement of the 
temperature by an effective temperature ( mv2/3). 
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